Examples of Final Products

This is not an exhaustive list. Students may propose projects not included here.

- Abstract
- Assessment tool
- Asset map
- Data management system
- Data set
- Training materials
- eLearning course
- Evaluation plan
- Grant proposal (or part of a grant proposal)
- Infographics
- Interview guide
- Interview reports
- Journal article or manuscript
- Lesson plans, curriculum
- Lectures*
- Literature review
- Logic models
- Mobile app
- New or redeveloped instrument or protocols
- Poster
- Preparedness Plans
- Presentations*
- Program expansion proposal
- Program tools
- Recipes, meal plans
- Report
- Summary files for publication
- Survey or questionnaire
- Training/Procedure Manual
- Webinar

*Lectures or presentations should be documented in some way for your faculty mentor’s review. For instance, you could provide a slide set, lecture notes, and/or documented questions and answers. Ask your faculty mentor in advance if the format you plan to provide is sufficient.
What is an “Unacceptable” Final Product?

Final products that do not represent graduate-level work.
Final products that are riddled with typos or mistakes, haphazardly designed, or poorly organized or presented do NOT reflect graduate-level work.

Use your final products as an opportunity impress both your preceptor and faculty mentor (and possibly others). Remember, your preceptor and faculty mentor may serve as valuable references for you in the near future!

Artifacts of learning that do not demonstrate applied skills.
While enriching your understanding of a public health process, concept, or idea is an expected outcome of practicum, a final product should demonstrate that you can apply what you’ve learned.

Therefore, reports or summaries that merely document your practicum activities or summarize what you learned do not make good final products. Reflection papers and e-Mag articles typically fall into this category. Please note, however, that your faculty mentor may request a reflection paper, e-Mag article, or summary in addition to your final product.